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Introduction

The media are the deliverers of a message, and through this message the audience comprehends and forms opinions on events. This makes the mass media both an opportunity and a threat for the sides engaged in a conflict. An opportunity if the power of the mass media can be harnessed to one’s advantage and the message relayed. A threat if this ‘power’ is harnessed by an opposing party who use it to generate negative sentiment and publicity for your cause. This makes journalists a target in modern conflicts, in 2005 some 150 media workers were killed worldwide. 89 of them while they were on duty, singled out because of their work.1 Iraq is one of the most dangerous places in the world to practice the journalistic profession. Journalists are squeezed between the countless actors involved – the Iraqi government, insurgents, militias and the coalition forces.

This paper looks at a number of issues surrounding the current American involvement in Iraq. Reports and articles that appear in the mass media form the base of this work, it is supplemented by reports from NGOs and government sources and from questions posed to experts/actors. The thorny issue of mass media, and the relationship maintained between them and the various actors involved in Iraq is examined. Certain key issues are examined in some detail, such as: the creation of a ‘them’ and ‘us’, the contemporary notion of ‘Just War’ in the Western sense, the increasing level of violence in Iraq, the issue of civil war and the implications of this, and the problem of lack of accountability and credibility.

---
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Mass media form an essential element for transmitting the Bush administration’s message to the American public and a wider global audience. The intended message is designed to ensure or to gain support for the American involvement in Iraq. As a result some images are preferred and others are suppressed in order to successfully transmit a positive and upbeat tone.

**Media, Events and the Message**

Because of the high stakes involved, as was outlined above, the mass media not only become an actor, but a target as well. It becomes a contest between the actors involved in the conflict for; he who controls the media controls the message. Pressure on different actors manifests itself in different ways. A recent article in the British newspaper *Guardian* addressed the effect that 24 hour a day, seven days per week news has had on the British government. In 1997 when Labour came to power some 300 public relations officers were employed, currently there are 3200 press officers and a further 77 politically appointed special advisers working for Prime Minister Tony Blair.² This gives some inkling of the importance placed upon contemporary political communications, where at times the perception of reality may be as important as the reality on the ground.

Coming back to the issue of controlling the message through controlling the mass media (or at least trying to control it), one of the means of attaining this goal is through the ownership of media outlets. In September 2006 information ministers and officials from the 57 countries that make up the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC) was convened in Saudi Arabia. They believed that after the 9/11 attacks that Islam faced worldwide vilification. Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu the OIC chief called for Muslim tycoons to invest in mass media and stated that:

Muslim investors must invest in the large media institutions of the world, which generally make considerable profits, so that they have the ability to affect their policies via their administrative boards… This would benefit in terms of correcting the image of Islam worldwide.³

---

These thoughts and fears were echoed and amplified by the Egyptian information minister, Anas el-Feki. “The fierce attack on Islam in the five years since the September 11 attacks has forced us into a defensive position on our faith and understanding of our tolerant religion… Now more than ever we need a new Islamic media message that reaches all parts of the world”. The problem of a negative image associated with Islam in the wake of the September 11 attacks and the continuing war on terrorism has become such that the leaders in the Islamic world are now seeking to redress the perceived imbalance, which is circulated in the Western and international media. The intention is to challenge this negative image through influence that is exerted through financial control or stakes in the same mass media. It is a question of changing the culture of the media from the inside, and then to attempt to harness the influence potential in swaying public attitudes toward Islam.

**Mass Media and Terrorism**

French academic Gabriel Tarde expressed his thoughts on how the media derive their power of influence. He stated that “One pen suffices to set off one million tongues.” and that mass media possess the ability to transport “… thought across distance”.

News is an important source, from which society can derive their meaning of events in the wider community (regional, state or world community). A lot of the news content is distant from most individuals’ personal experience. News making and production is a complex process, but which is managed in a very methodical manner. Certain routines and steps must be carried out in order to achieve the desired end result.

A news story consists of four main parts;

- Framing – establishing the topic.
- Focussing – the event’s significance is explained.
- Realising – story confirmation and the process of authentication.
- Closing – alternative views are discounted. This process occurs throughout the story.

---

One of the most important tools of legitimisation in news is the use of photographs. By using a photo in a news story, a claim is made regarding the story. Photographs carry a “claim to denote reality”. It may be possible to try and defend a story’s authenticity by claiming, “they have a photo, so it must be true”. The appearance of truth and reality reside with the concept of photographic (“irrefutable”) “evidence”.

The interpretation of photographs is an important aspect to appreciating the power of the application and use of the photo in news items. A key to this power lies in the concept that images are influenced by a linguistic code. Pictures are an effective way of influencing and triggering memory due to the instantaneous nature of recalled memory. A picture evokes a linguistic association. The written word requires decoding by an educated reader.

Every photographic image depends on the system of language despite the fact that they are made up of iconic and not linguistic signs.

The importance of news is not restricted to solely informing or manipulating the public about certain issues. News can be aimed at other target groups, sometimes to establish a type of informal dialogue between two or more parties.

News enables policy makers to send messages to one another: to make their programmes known without discussing them directly. The news serves as a testing ground for the reactions of others in power.

Mass media are a conduit through which society obtains their images that they will derive their sense of reality. In this sense media have three important properties, the importance of which is even further elevated in times of difficulty and/or stress; a mirror, a witness and a transmitter.

- Mirror – reality is amplified through the images that the media transmit. This gives a certain definition of reality.
- Witness – the survival of democracy is ensured as the media see and hear events and act in the capacity as a watchdog. They can also add credibility or otherwise, to an event.

---
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• Transmitter – media act as an intermediary for all groups that are able to express themselves and transmit their image to the public (the so-called “CNN Effect”).

BBC news producer, Kenneth Payne wrote of the role and significance of mass media during the modern era of warfare. The importance of the mass media has heightened, especially in light of the changing nature of warfare where success is not necessarily measured in military, but political terms.

The media, in the modern era, are indisputably an instrument of war. This is because winning modern wars is as much dependent on carrying domestic and international public opinion as it is on defeating the enemy on the battlefield. And it remains true regardless of the aspirations of many journalists to give an impartial and balanced assessment of conflict.

The experience of the US military in the post-Cold War world demonstrates that victory on the battlefield is seldom as simple as defeating the enemy by force of arms. From Somalia and Haiti through Kosovo and Afghanistan, success has been defined in political, rather than military, terms.

Today’s military commanders stand to gain more than ever before from controlling the media and shaping their output. The laws and conventions of war, however, do not adequately reflect the critical role that the media play in shaping the political outcome of conflicts. International humanitarian law requires that media members are afforded the rights of civilians; the question is whether this is sustainable when the exigencies of war fighting suggest that controlling the media is essential.

The waging of armed combat, and together with this an information war, is inextricably entangled in modern society. News has become a 24 hour a day, seven day a week business, political and military leaders realise the significance and importance of this non-stop information stream reaching the public. This dictates to an extent the way that those military and political leaders (on both sides) would demonstrate how warfare is prosecuted. Implicit

in the manner in which modern warfare “should” be waged and is covered in the mass media is the sanctity of human life (including “enemy” civilians, who can be portrayed as being unwilling participants or bystanders in the conflict and at odds with their country’s leadership).

Media coverage of the modern military conflict between the West and another state or entity, centres on sending the image of a “clean” war being fought with the use of modern technology that minimises civilian casualties (referred to as collateral damage). Very little is shown of the effects of modern weaponry upon human flesh, rather inanimate objects are shown: a “smart” bomb striking what is identified as being a military installation for example. Thus, the “ugliness” of war is removed (and the elements that may weaken public support for a war), partly through the process of minimising “familiarity” with the enemy, which may lead to empathy or sympathy for them. In the end it seems like a war waged between machines rather than by men.

Wars and other forms of conflict impose an extra-ordinary form of stress upon society, even those that are considered to be democratic. A lot is at stake for both politicians (reputation, legacy and their office for instance) and the public (who may lose certain freedoms and be asked or exposed to risking their lives). There is often a tendency to rally around the leader and to create a united front to face to named threat. The nature of the current war on terrorism means that at times there is no clear war front and at times no clearly defined enemy. Mass media can easily get drawn into the frame of mind of supporting the government rather than acting as a watchdog.

The finding that misinformation and impressionistic clues were closely tied to American support for the war in Iraq suggests broad governmental power to shape public opinion, given news routines, and the expressed desirability of self-censorship among a significant segment of the press.13

The mirror role of mass media in the wake of the September 11, 2001 tragedy merely serves to compound the problem. There is a tremendous amount of pressure on the media to give a certain image of reality that is likely to bring about consensus on an issue, which can be further clouded by introducing notions such as patriotism into the equation; i.e. when a journalist

---

undertakes an action that is not appreciated by the authorities he or she is labelled as being “unpatriotic”. This is a powerful tool to ensure a measure of self-censorship during a period of societal tension. “In a society that is consensual around acts of terrorism, the domestic news frames of terrorism can go unchallenged”. Such conditions allow very little, if any room, for informed and democratic debate of the course of events.

Media personnel have been caught in the middle of the various factions that are vying for power in Iraq. Various means are used by these sides in an effort to discourage media intrusion, get a particular point of view aired or to make some kind of political statement. The media rights group Reporters Without Borders issued a report in 2006 that outlined the casualties suffered by journalists in three years of war. In the period 20 March 2003 to 20 March 2006 a total of 86 journalists and media assistants have been killed and 38 have been kidnapped. Of those journalists and media assistants killed, 77 per cent are of Iraqi nationality. To put this into perspective, this number of journalists killed is greater than during the war in former Yugoslavia during 1991-95 (49 journalists killed), in the 20 years of the Vietnam War 1955-75 (63 journalists killed) or during the civil war in Algeria 1993-96 (77 journalists killed).

Reporters Without Borders has been very critical of the U.S army and the manner in which they treat journalists. In 2005 they “arbitrarily and illegally” arrested journalists. Four media workers were interned at Camp Bucca, where they were denied access to lawyers, family and employers. There has been no evidence presented by the US authorities that they were involved in any illegal activities. US soldiers shot dead three media workers, but the military investigations either found no fault on the part of the US military or the investigations were not complete at that stage. Other journalists were wounded by US soldiers. In 2004 journalists suffered significant pressure and abuse.

- 19 journalists were killed
- 12 media assistants were killed
- 7 journalists were wounded

---

• 5 imprisoned
• 79 arrested
• Dozens threatened
• 3 media outlets were physically attacked.17

Iraqi journalists working for state run media have been targeted by various insurgent groups. These journalists are considered to be traitors as they are working for a government which is aligned with the United States. Since 2004 at least 18 state media employees have been killed.18 The increased danger for journalists in Iraq has seen an increase in the number of Iraqi journalists working for Western news organisations. This is an even more dangerous situation as a reporter is viewed as being “a spy, an infidel, a profiteer exploiting the suffering of Iraqis”.19 The Committee to Protect Journalists compiled statistics with regard to the death of journalists in Iraq in May 2006.

• 78 percent of journalists and support staff killed in Iraq are Iraqis
• 60 percent of journalists and support staff killed in Iraq were murdered
• 54 percent of journalists and support staff who died were working for international news organisations
• 68 percent of journalists and support staff deaths were the result of the insurgent’s activities
• 34 journalists and 15 media workers were killed in the Baghdad province, the most dangerous of the provinces.20

One case which did gain some interest involved an alleged conversation between Prime Minister Tony Blair and President George Bush during an April 2004 meeting, which took place in Washington. The British tabloid the Daily Mirror reported that President Bush raised the idea of bombing al-Jazeera’s offices, which was rejected by Blair. A range of reactions by officials on the nature of the threat were somewhat mixed, from it was a joke to he

was “deadly serious”. Certainly Rumsfeld has commented on al-Jazeera in the past, accusing it of “consistently lying” and “working in concert with the terrorists”. In April 2003 a US missile struck the al-Jazeera offices in Bagdad, and in November 2001 bombed their bureau in Kabul, Afghanistan, raising fears of a targeting of al-Jazeera facilities. There has been no subsequent clarification of the conversation by either Bush or Blair. Al-Jazeera took the case to court in order to secure the release of the alleged memo under the freedom of information act. When asked about any progress of the case, Hashem Said from al-Jazeera replied that the British government was prosecuting some government officials who leaked the memo and that they were still trying to secure the release of the information, however without any tangible results to date.

A mechanism used by the Iraqi and American authorities to control, or at least intimidate news media, is the claim that what they are reporting is prejudicial to security and national stability. A number of such cases have appeared. The Dubai based satellite TV station al-Arabiya had been shut down for one month (the second time, first time being in November 2003). The Iraqi Prime Ministers Office issued a statement on the closure, stating news reports “capitalise on the footage of victims of terrorist attacks… respect the dignity of human beings and not fall into the trap set by the terrorist groups who want to petrify the Iraqi people”. Al-Jazeera had its offices closed by the Iraqi government in August 2004 on the grounds that its reports incited violence. The vague excuses of national security or maintaining national stability are used as a means of muzzling the press. These notions have a reasonably broad interpretation and are therefore somewhat more problematic to counter.

The American mass media have been subject to a number of criticisms from the Bush administration. Rumsfeld stated that the American mass media had a tendency to focus on the negative aspects of the conflict at the expense of the positive points. To illustrate his point he used the intense media publicity created by the Abu Ghraib scandals and the scant attention recent of Sergeant First Class Paul Ray Smith being awarded the Medal of Honour. He acknowledged that the US military had “bad actors – the ones who dominate the news today – who don’t live up to the standards of the oath and of our

---
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country”. It was added that these people were a small minority of all of those personnel who served in Iraq and Afghanistan. Rumsfeld urged that: “Those who know the truth need to speak out against these kinds of myths and lies and distortions being told about our troops and about our country”. Rumsfeld is suggesting a rigorous campaign against information that contradicts the official version of events and desired picture of “reality”.

There have been a number of methods used by the authorities in trying to influence the coverage of news and events. One of the means used by the Bush regime is to pay either journalists or PR companies to disseminate a desired message. An incident of paying journalists surfaced in the United States in September 2006 when the Bush administration’s Office of Cuba Broadcasting paid ten journalists to provide anti-Castro commentary on Radio and TV Martí, which is broadcast to Cuba. The US has also been paying subsidies to Iraqi journalists and paying to have “news” items included in media publications as a means of securing the desired tone in the news.

The importance of news framing and content, and the possible effects that it has on public attitudes and opinions, was highlighted by a contract that was opened tender by U.S. military leaders in Bagdad. This project involves a two year long contract worth US$20 million which involves extensive monitoring of Middle Eastern and US media in an attempt to promote more positive news coverage of Iraq. The stated aim of the project is to “develop communication strategies and tactics, identify opportunities, and to execute events … to effectively communicate Iraqi government and coalition’s goals, and build support among our strategic audiences in achieving these goals”. The project is scheduled to begin on 28 October, 2006. This effort, to monitor and to influence media coverage of the Iraq conflict demonstrates a significant weakness on the part of the Iraqi and U.S. authorities in not only getting their message across, but also trying to muster domestic support for their actions.

During the initial phase of the ground attack on Iraq in 2003 reporters were embedded with military units. This was said to be for their physical safety on the battlefield. Others see it as a means of controlling where a journalist goes, who he or she talks to, the means of communication with the

outside world, not to mention relying on the troops for transport, food and protection. But what kind of effect does “embedding” a journalist have on the manner in which they report? A study by Penn State University showed some interesting results. The study covered news articles appearing in the period 19 March 2003 through to 1 May 2003, analyzing 742 print articles from 67 news sources by 156 journalists. Researcher Andrew Linder noted that: “the majority of war coverage in the study heavily emphasised the soldiers’ experiences of the war while downplaying the effects of the invasion on the Iraqi people”. The study seems to demonstrate that the environment in which the journalists were placed, attached to a military unit, influences the choice and/or the opportunity of those who they interview. In this case, the outcome is favourable for the military as it downplays the devastating effects of modern warfare and portrays coalition troops in a more personal light.

Conclusion

Mass media are caught in the middle by the various actors involved in the violence in Iraq. This is due in no small part to the changed notion of measuring victory in modern warfare, which is in more political terms rather than the ability to defeat an enemy’s army on the field of battle. A change that is not lost by the actors involved in modern conflict. Attempts are made to persuade media to behave and report in a certain manner, which is favourable to the authorities. These efforts vary and range from: giving incentives, such as subsidies or other forms of payment, to appeals for journalists to behave in a “patriotic” way or branding them as traitors or abetting the enemy if they don’t, to administrative measures as fines or confiscation of equipment or arrest, through to the targeting and killing of journalists.

The importance of political communication is realised by the parties concerned, the massive increase in PR personnel working for the British government is testimony to the importance attached to it. Additionally, glimpses of thought about using the media as a tool to influence a target audience, rather than using the mass media as a means of informing the public, and to let the viewer make their own judgement. One of the mechanisms of control that is sought is that of ownership of media outlets, such methods of control are harder to detect as control eventually becomes internalised, i.e. the introduction of self-censorship.

As the conflict in Iraq is escalating, coinciding with upcoming elections in the United States, the stakes are becoming much higher. This drives the desire to control the message of the media that much more as political stakes – credibility and power – is at risk. The control of images is one of the goals, for instance, the filming of US soldiers killed in Iraq returning to the US in flag draped coffins is strictly off limits. Images such as these have the power to heavily influence the US public, in a very profound and emotional manner, making an already unpopular war even more unpopular.

As has been mentioned on a number of occasions throughout the text, the Bush administration has sought to maintain a “positive” and “upbeat” account of events in Iraq. They have been seen on a number of occasions to try and persuade the mass media to “stop focusing on the negative and focus more on the positive”. It is evident in their attempts, that the media are being sought to play the role as a mirror of events in Iraq, which is to give an account from a certain perspective. Officials – both American and Iraqi – seem to have little desire to see the media play the role as watchdog in the conflict.
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